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Will Zero Trust Shape the Future of Cloud Security?
Zero trust is everywhere, and it will change the way we undertake 
security. Just as zero trust concepts are shaping the data center and 
our networks, they will shape cloud environments, as well. Many of 
the challenges of cloud security arose because we moved workloads 
to the cloud with no clear idea of how to secure them. Zero trust 
provides exactly those ideas.

Supply Chains, Ransomware, Zero Trust and Other Security 
Predictions for 2022

As 2021 draws to a close, no one in their right mind thinks that 
cybersecurity risk is just someone else’s problem anymore; major 
cybersecurity incidents like the SolarWinds breach and the Colonial 
Pipeline ransomware attack have raised cybersecurity awareness 
among public opinions and decision-makers.

5 Cybersecurity Trends to Watch in 2022
Here’s what cybersecurity watchers want infosec pros to know 
heading into 2022. No one could have predicted the sheer chaos 
the cybersecurity industry would experience over the course of 
2021.

The Worst Cyber Attacks of 2021
Which are the cyber attacks of 2021 that had the major impact on 
organizations worldwide in terms of financial losses and disruption 
of the operations?

The Log4j Flaw Will Take Years to be Fully Addressed
More than 80% of Java packages affected by the vulnerability in the 
Apache Log4j library cannot be updated directly, and will require 
coordination between different project teams to address the flaw.

Apache Releases Log4j 2.17.1 Fixing Another Code 
Execution Flaw

Researchers from CheckMarx have shared insights about the 
vulnerability in the recently released Log4j version 2.17.0. Apache 
rolled out this update days after releasing two different updates 
fixing the critical Log4Shell exploit and related bugs. Specifically, 
version 2.17.0 arrived as the third major update that fixed a remote 
code execution vulnerability triggered via WebSocket connections.

ManageEngine ServiceDesk Plus Remote Code Execution
This Metasploit module exploits CVE-2021-44077, an 
unauthenticated remote code execution vulnerability in 
ManageEngine ServiceDesk Plus, to upload an EXE (msiexec.exe) 
and execute it as the SYSTEM account. 

Apache Addressed a Couple of Severe Vulnerabilities in 
Apache HTTP Server

The Apache Software Foundation has released the Apache HTTP 
Server 2.4.52 to address a couple of vulnerabilities, tracked as 
CVE-2021-44790 and CVE-2021-44224, that can lead to remote 
code execution attacks.

CrowdStrike Beefs Up Exploit Detection With Intel CPU 
Telemetry
Anti-malware giant CrowdStrike says it is using telemetry from Intel 
processors to help detect and thwart sophisticated software exploits 
that bypass traditional OS-based defenses. The new detection 
technology has been fitted into version 6.27 of CrowdStrike’s Falcon 
sensor and is available on systems with Intel CPUs, sixth generation or 
newer, running Windows 10 RS4 or later.

CompuGain Partners with Lumigo to Strengthen Modern 
Application Delivery

CompuGain successfully partnered with Lumigo – a new age 
industry provider of advanced serverless observability platform for 
ephemeral, highly distributed, cloud-native serverless solutions on 
Amazon Web Services Cloud.

CloudCover App Provides Executives with Real-time 
Visibility into Their Network Security

CloudCover launched CloudCover App (CC-App), offering users a 
portable security operation center (SOC) able to detect, analyze, 
respond to, report on, prevent and insure against cybersecurity 
threats for an organization on a real-time, incremental basis 
through Android, Windows or Apple smartphone.

Not IT vs OT, but IT and OT
IT environments have always been considered the forefront when it 
comes to cybersecurity, and OT environments have been the 
forefront when it comes to physical security.

IoT's Importance is Growing Rapidly, But Its Security Is Still 
Weak

The weakest link in most digital networks is the person sitting in 
front of the screen – the defining feature of the Internet of People 
(IoP).

Insider Threat Does Not Have to be Malicious, So How Do 
You Protect Your Organization?

- First, “insider threat” doesn’t necessarily mean that an employee is 
purposefully acting maliciously. Haphazard or accidental activities 
can still result in equally grave threats from the “inside”.

Should Businesses be Concerned About APT-Style Attacks?
Two things to consider in that planning – in addition to the 
ever-growing threats of ransomware, phishing, and zero-day 
vulnerabilities – are nation-state and Advanced Persistent Threat 
(APT)-style attacks.
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